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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

In mid-February 2022, the U.K. started rolling out the COVID jab for children aged 5 to 11. In the

U.S., the shot has been recommended for this age group since October 2021.

The question raised in a Nick De Bois interview with Jamie Jenkins,  former head of health and

labor market analysis at the British OPce for National Statistics (above), is ‘Why bother injecting

kids this young?’ The risk COVID-19 presents to children is minuscule.

What’s more, the British Joint Committee on Vaccination and Immunization (JCVI) estimates that

by the end of January 2022, 85% of children aged 5 to 11 already had natural immunity.  Add to that

the fact that the prevailing variant, Omicron, is far milder than previous strains, causing only mild

cold symptoms in most people, including children.

Together, these three facts ought to make it clear that children don’t need this jab. A cost-bene\t

analysis  by Stephanie Seneff, Ph.D., and researcher Kathy Dopp, also shows the COVID jab actually

increases children’s risk of dying from COVID infection. Children under 18 are also 51 times more

likely to die from the jab than they are to die from COVID if not vaccinated.

Bill Gates Saddened by Widespread Natural Immunity

Bill Gates has even gone on record acknowledging that Omicron is creating widespread immunity.

What’s so remarkable and revealing about his comment is the way he said it. He actually bemoaned

the effectiveness of Omicron, as if it’s a horrible thing, saying:

“SADLY, the virus itself, particularly the variant called Omicron, is a type of vaccine, in that it

creates both T cell and B cell immunity, and it’s done a better job of getting out to the

population than we have with vaccines.”

As noted by Jenkins, “What’s so sad about that?”

Four Million Doses Required to Prevent a Single ICU Admission

An astounding statistic Jenkins does bring up is that 4 million doses must be administered to

children, 5 to 11 years of age, to prevent a single ICU admission in this age group.  Assuming two

doses per child, that means 2 million children must take their chances with serious and potentially

lifelong side effects to prevent a single child from requiring intensive care due to COVID-19. How is

this justi\ed? As explained in Jenkins’ website:

“JCVI has said that vaccination of children aged 5 to 11 years who are not in a clinical risk

group would prevent a relatively small number of hospitalizations or intensive care

admissions. For a variant like Omicron, it would take around four million vaccine doses to

two million children to prevent one admission to ICU.

For less severe illnesses, 58,000 child vaccinations would prevent one-child

hospitalization. Children admitted recently to hospital with COVID had an average length of

stay of 1-2 days. The Omicron wave saw no more children in hospital than before Omicron

hit the UK.”

PHzer Backs Off Shots for Children Under 5

While vaccine makers and health agencies have been pushing forward with COVID jabs for babies

as young as 6 months, parents with children under 5 can, for now, draw a sigh of relief, as plans to

roll out shots for the under-5 age group have been suspended, at least temporarily.

February 11, 2022, P\zer withdrew its U.S. Emergency Use Authorization (EUA) application for

children under 5.  According to the U.S. Food and Drug Administration and P\zer, they want to

collect more data on the effects of a third dose, as two doses did not produce expected immunity in

2- to 5-year-olds.

Three days later, former FDA Commissioner and current P\zer board member Scott Gottlieb told

CNBC  the EUA application was pulled because COVID cases are so low among young children that

the shot couldn’t be shown to provide much of a bene\t.

Considering you have to give the jab to some 2 million children to prevent a single ICU stay, it’s no

wonder they can’t show effectiveness in studies that have just a few thousand children. P\zer’s

youth trial on 5- to 11-year-olds had just 2,268 participants, and only two-thirds of those received

the real COVID jab.

However, the OpenVAERS team suspects there may be something far more problematic behind

P\zer’s withdrawal. In a February 21, 2022, email notice to subscribers, OpenVAERS stated:

“None of these explanations suVce because all of that information was known prior to

PXzer submitting this EUA to the FDA on February 1 [2022]. It makes one wonder whether

adverse events in the treatment group might be the factor that neither PXzer nor the FDA

want to talk about?

So, we decided to look at reports of injury associated with COVID-19 vaccines in children

17 and younger. Remember, these shots have only been on the market for a short while and

only children 5 to 17 are eligible. We created a separate page called Child Reports that will

update automatically as new reports come in.

We were shocked by what we found — 34,223 VAERS reports in the U.S. in this age range,

including infants harmed through transmission from the mother via breast milk, lots of

reports of kids receiving shots who were too young (either the parents lied about their age

or the doctor/pharmacy made a mistake with screening or dosing), and heartbreaking

reports of myocarditis and death.”

Shocking Data From Israel Show Extent of Side Effects

While health agencies and mainstream media still insist that side effects from the COVID jab are

“rare,” real-world data show a different story. An English translation of the report can be

downloaded from Galileo Is Back on Substack.  As noted in the report:

“On December 20, 2020, a vaccination program was launched in Israel using PXzer's

vaccine for COVID-19. By the end of March 2021, more than half of the population had been

vaccinated with two vaccine doses.

The decrease in immunity over time and emergence of new variants led to a renewed

increase in morbidity in Israel in the summer of 2021. By the end of July 2021, a third shot

of the vaccine (booster shot) was authorized for everyone who had received two shots and

at least Xve months had passed from the second shot.

From data collection by medical teams or self-reporting by the public of side-effects in

temporal proximity (passive monitoring), it appears that there is underreporting; therefore,

it is important to identify side-effects in temporal proximity to vaccination with the booster

in an active manner via a dedicated survey.

General goals: To determine the frequency of side-effects which appeared within 21-30

days from vaccination with the third PXzer shot (booster) against COVID-19 among citizens

above 18 years of age.

SpeciXc goals: Examine the prevalence of side-effects in temporal proximity to the third

shot grouped according to age and gender. Examine the time of onset relative to

administration of the vaccine and the duration thereof, and to compare it with the side-

effects of previous vaccines.”

In all, 2,894 people were contacted and 2,068 agreed to be interviewed (response rate: 71.4%). Of

those 2,068 boosted individuals:

0.3% required hospitalization for an adverse event

4.5% experienced one or more neurological problems (2.1% of men and 6.9% of women), such

as tingling or itching sensation, Bell’s palsy, vision damage, memory deterioration, hearing

damage, convulsions, loss of consciousness and more

9.6% of women under the age of 54 experienced menstrual irregularities. Of those, “39%

suffered from similar side-effects after prior COVID-19 vaccinations; however most (67%)

indicated that the side-effects waned prior to the third vaccination and returned after receiving

it”

26.4% of those with preexisting anxiety disorder or depression experienced a worsening of

their symptoms

24.2% of those with preexisting autoimmune disorders experienced exacerbation of disease

Between 6.3% and 9.3% of those with preexisting high blood pressure, lung disease, diabetes and

heart disease also reported that their condition was exacerbated after the third booster. A small

number of women, but no men, also reported herpes infections (0.4% for herpes simplex infections

and 0.3% for herpes zoster). Other key take-home’s from this Israeli report are that:

Side-effects are more common among women and younger people

1 in 10 women suffer menstrual irregularities

Neurological side effects typically don’t appear until about a month after the jab

In the majority of cases, the occurrence of a given side effect was not more severe after the

third shot compared to the two previous doses. Put another way, the severity of side effects

tends to be the same, regardless of the number of doses, so these \nding can perhaps be

applied to doses 1 and 2 as well

German Health Insurance Data Show Alarming Side Effect Rates

German health insurance data are also triggering alarms. Andreas Schöfbeck, a board member of a

large insurance company called BKK ProVita, shared the data with Die Welt.

They analyzed the medical data of 10.9 million insured individuals, looking for potential COVID jab

side effects. To their horror, they found 400,000 doctors’ visits could be realistically attributed to

the jab. According to Schöfbeck, extrapolated to the total population of Germany, the total number

of doctors’ visits attributable to jab side effects would be 3 million.

“The number that resulted from our analysis are very far away from the publicly announced

numbers [by the Ministry of Health]. It would be unethical not to talk about it,” Schöfbeck told Die

Welt, adding that the data are “an alarming signal.” As reported by Die Welt (translated from

German):

“From January to August 2021 ... around 217,000 of just under 11 million BBK

policyholders had to be treated for vaccination side effects — while the Paul Ehrlich

Institute keeps only 244,576 side effect reports based on 61.4 million vaccinated ...

Thus, the number of vaccine side effects would be more than 1,000 percent higher than the

PEI reports ... With his analysis, Schöfbeck turned to a wide range of institutions — from

the German Medical Association and the StiKo to the Paul Ehrlich Institute itself.

He said the Xgures were a ‘strong alarm signal’ that ‘absolutely must be taken into account

in the further use of vaccines.’ His Xgures could be validated by the same data analyses of

other health insurance companies, he says ...

Since ‘danger to human life cannot be ruled out,’ he set a deadline of 6 p.m. Tuesday

[February 22, 2022] to respond to his letter. As this passed, they turned to the public.”

Autopsy Results in Teens Reveal Heart Damage

Getting back to the issue of children and the danger we’re putting them in by giving them this shot,

two autopsies of teenage boys who died within days of their COVID jabs revealed the shot caused

their deaths. As reported by The Defender:

“The three pathologists, two of whom are medical examiners, published their Xndings Feb.

14 in an early online release article,  ‘Autopsy Histopathologic Cardiac Findings in Two

Adolescents Following the Second COVID-19 Vaccine Dose,’ in the Archives of Pathology

and Laboratory Medicine.

The authors’ Xndings were conclusive. Two teenage boys were pronounced dead in their

homes three and four days after receiving the second PXzer-BioNTech COVID-19 dose.

There was no evidence of active or previous COVID-19 infection. The teens had negative

toxicology screens (i.e., no drugs or poisons were present in their bodies). These boys died

from the vaccine.”

Histopathological examination revealed that neither of the boys’ hearts had signs of typical

myocarditis. Instead, what they found were changes consistent with catecholamine-mediated

stress cardiomyopathy, also known as toxic cardiomyopathy.

This is a temporary kind of heart injury that can develop in response to extreme physical, chemical

or emotional stressors. Another common term for this kind of injury is “broken heart syndrome.”

Hyperinmammatory states such as severe COVID-19 infection can also cause this kind of injury to

the heart.

More details about the medical history of each of the boys and their autopsy \ndings are reviewed

by Pam Popper of Wellness Forum Health in the video above. Curiously, neither of the boys had any

symptoms of myocarditis before they died. One had complained of a headache and upset stomach.

The other had not mentioned any symptoms. As noted by The Defender:

“This is extremely concerning. These boys had smoldering, catastrophic heart injuries with

no symptoms. How many others have insidious cardiac involvement from vaccination that

won’t manifest until they get a serious case of COVID-19 or the qu? Or perhaps when they

subject themselves to the physical stress of competitive sports?

These Xndings suggest a signiXcant subset of COVID-19 deaths in the vaccinated could be

due to the vaccines themselves. Furthermore, it raises this question: How often does this

condition exist in a latent form in vaccinated individuals?”

Myocarditis Risk in Young Men Is Not Rare

U.S. Vaccine Adverse Events Reporting System (VAERS) data also raise questions about the risk of

potentially lethal myocarditis, especially in boys. The following slide was presented during a June

23, 2021, meeting convened by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention’s Advisory

Committee on Immunization Practices (ACIP), to discuss the risk of myopericarditis.

As you can see, the observed rates of myocarditis and/or pericarditis for several age groups, and

especially among males, are signi\cantly higher than the expected background rate.

This is a loud and clear safety signal, yet the ACIP proceeded to recommend the shot to preteens

and teens anyway, and in a public statement  insisted that myopericarditis is “an extremely rare

side effect” that “only an exceedingly small number of people will experience after vaccination.”

How can they say that with data like this right in front of their noses?

Based on this VAERS data, the rate of myocarditis is about 6.5 per 100,000 doses in 12- to 17-year-

olds. Going back to where we started, 4 million doses are required to prevent a single child, 5 to 11

years of age, from being admitted to the ICU for COVID.

Assuming the rate of myocarditis in 5- to 11-year-olds is identical to that of 12- to 17-year-olds, we

could potentially be looking at 260 cases of myocarditis for every ICU admission for COVID that we

prevent. On the whole, the COVID jab provides only risk for children under 18, so there’s absolutely

no justi\cation for it.

By popular demand, I am pleased to share with you an exciting update — my entire Censored Library

has \nally returned! Through Substack, an information sharing platform, I am once again able to

share with you all the valuable research I have gathered through the years. Click below to access

my Censored Library now.

As a reminder, my daily newsletter is still free and content will be released on Mercola.com before

anywhere else. After 48 hours, the articles will be transferred to my Censored Library on Substack.
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This genetic weapon, falsely called a "vaccine", has entered into the greatest crime against humanity: INFANTICIDE. Why should it be

administered to vaccinate 6-month-old babies or 10-year-olds through an experimental vaccine that sends a genetic code to their cells,

but without safety data and based on trials that were not carried out with the duration required to adequately assess the safety of the

vaccine? There is no reason to do so because the risk of harm to a child is negligible. A major new study has found that no healthy

children in Germany aged 5 to 18 died from COVID-19 during the \rst 15 months of the pandemic, discrediting COVID vaccines for

children.

. The study further found that the chances of a healthy 5- to 11-year-old child requiring intensive care for COVID were about 1 in 50,000.

greatgameindia.com/study-debunks-covid-shots-kids  Data from the American Academy of Pediatrics showed that “children accounted

for between 0.00% and 0.19% of all COVID-19 deaths, with 10 US states reporting zero child deaths.

www.aap.org/en/pages/2019-novel-coronavirus-covid-19-infections/childr..  Children are the main affected by this propaganda and

misinformation. The American Federation of Teachers inked a deal with NewsGuard — a for-pro\t “fact-checking” company with deep

ties to Big Pharma — to help students in U.S.

classrooms “navigate a sea of online disinformation.” A NewsGuard interview with Robert F. Kennedy, Jr. was "italicized in footnote form

with fact checks debunking the dozens of arguments Kennedy employed to buttress his false claim that P\zer's COVID-19 vaccines and

Moderna are dangerous. childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/big-pharma-newsguard-fact-checking..  (02/28/2022)
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This week on the VSRF call, K-12 California Public School students and their families speak about the harassment they’ve received

by fellow students, teachers, and school administrators for questioning the science behind COVID masking - Rachel, Parent &

Founder of Natomas Uni\ed School District for Freedom - Tracy, Parent, Attorney & Founder of California Parents United - Gabby &

Troy, California High School Students who have been suspended, bullied and harassed for questioning the mask mandates in their

schools. - Jayla, a 9-year-old student who has been bullied over the mask mandate.

VSRF CALL THIS WEEK: BULLYING IN CALIFORNIA SCHOOLS. By Steve Kirsch

stevekirsch.substack.com/p/vsrf-call-this-week-bullying-in-california?..  (03/03/2022) Children are being seriously harmed by

“vaccines” and many more children will die from “vaccine”-induced diseases and from starvation. We should all be aware that

there are likely to be more shortages and general economic diPculties on the way due to both the current economic situation

brought about by the globalist elites and the disastrous policies that have brought about the Russian/Ukrainian war.  GET

PREPARED FOR 2022. By Malome rwmalonemd.substack.com/p/get-prepared-for-2022?token=eyJ1c2VyX2lkIjo1..
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Gui, absolutely stunned. There are not enough words to describe how evil all this is, (evil = live spelled backwards.) It's been

obvious the oldest have been targeted for the worst outcomes, but babies? Then there is this from the daily newsletter in Doc's

things you need to know; blogs.mercola.com/sites/vitalvotes/archive/2022/03/02/9-out-of-every-1..
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“The difference between stupid and intelligent people – and this is true whether or not they are well-educated – is that intelligent

people can handle subtlety.”  ~   Neal Stephenson ------ For me – the oPcial C-19 narrative seemed "\shy" from the start and it

didn't "add up."  World-wide event? The "host" was never found? PCR tests over cycled (excessive ampli\cation)? Censorship and

the demonizing of those who express alternative views? Liability protection for "Jab" manufacturers? "Jab" only solution? One

"Jab" \ts all? No prevention or early treatment protocols? "Absolute Risk Reduction" (less than 1%) never revealed?

Gain-of-function patents going back 20 years?  And the adverse reactions (VAERS) never accounted for?  -------  The question now

– where is the accountability for all the lies and deceptions?   Epoch Times - The Truth Is Coming Out About COVID Deaths (Dr.

 Mercola) www.theepochtimes.com/the-truth-is-coming-out-about-covid-deaths_43098..   --------  But the human cost – and now

with every unexpected death – was it “Jab” related? Meyer, Stanford soccer captain dies at age 22.  Cause of death unknown.

footballtimeless.com/meyer-stanford-soccer-captain-dies-at-age-22/
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Thank you Dr. Mercola and thanks Gui for some great information. More ghastly details are emerging about what the FDA knew

BEFORE the vaccines were released on an unsuspecting public. Had there been fully INFORMED consent, who in their right mind

would have taken the shot?.  Dr Bryan Ardis briemy comments on the absolutely crucial details missing from "informed" consent:

twitter.com/.../1499297212311945217
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Bfr; I have no problem with "subtlety" and for me; this psyops was obvious from the very beginning..."The New Normal"! I won't even

bother to elaborate!
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A friend of my sister who works in a hospital told her that they, the hospital workers, had never before seen so many baby deaths

as of now, that there never before was anything like it.
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Don't expect anything to change for the better. There are about 80 mRNA based vaccines in clinical trial as we speak. Here's an

NIH/PubMed list: www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC5906799  Due to the falsi\cation of data during the Moderna and P\zer studies,

the FDA has given the green light for all mRNA trial studies and the mood gates from hell have opened. This has disaster written all

over it. If the medical system is this careless with vaccines you can bet they are just as careless with all pharmaceuticals. Just

walk away from the medical system!
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Gui-Here is a proposed bill in California that would basically charge doctors with unprofessional conduct if they stray away from

the vaccine narrative and offer patients alternatives which is now considered misinformation. How many of the bill's sponsors are

doctors? Have the Assemblymen and Senators ever been in charge of taking care of patients? Were they ever in the hospital with

Covid and see what treatments they received and what was their outcome? Were they ever on ventilators and enjoyed the

experience considering there are alternatives but could be used and thus avoiding hospital treatment (Approved) protocol?

leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/billTextClient.xhtml?bill_id=20212022..

 www.naturalnews.com/2022-03-02-california-criminalizes-doctors-dissent..
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2 Million Children Must Be Jabbed to Prevent 1 ICU Admission
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ( Fact Checked

A cost-bene\t analysis shows the COVID jab increases children’s risk of dying from COVID infection. Children under 18 are also 51 times

more likely to die from the jab than they are to die from COVID infection if not vaccinated

)

Four million doses must be administered to children, 5 to 11 years of age, to prevent a single ICU admission in this age group. Assuming

two doses per child, that means 2 million children must risk potentially serious side effects to prevent a single child from requiring intensive

care due to COVID-19

)

The Israeli Ministry of Health recently surveyed people who had received a third booster to determine the actual rate of side effects. Of the

2,068 interviewed individuals, 0.3% required hospitalization for an adverse event; three times more women than men (6.9% versus 2.1%)

experienced neurological problems; 9.6% of women under the age of 54 experienced menstrual irregularities; 26.4% of those with

preexisting anxiety disorder or depression experienced a worsening of their symptoms, as did 24.2% of those with preexisting autoimmune

disorders

)

German health insurance data also show an alarming trend. After analyzing the medical data of 10.9 million insured individuals, one large

health insurance company concluded that 400,000 doctors’ visits could be realistically attributed to jab side effects. Extrapolated to the

total population of Germany, the total number of jab side effects requiring medical care would be 3 million, about 1,000% higher than

admitted by the German Ministry of Health

)

Two autopsies of teenage boys who died within days of their COVID jabs revealed the shot caused their deaths)
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Thanks JUST, terrible data from the United Kingdom, which will undoubtedly be repeated in many countries. This means more

damage from vaccines. In the UK, there are currently 920 claims pending for injuries caused by Wuhan coronavirus "vaccines". If

passed, the collective payment would amount to £35 million (about $47 million) more than the country's 40-year total for all

vaccine injuries. These are just the ones that have been introduced in the year since the Operation Warp Speed framework.

www.lifesitenews.com/news/covid-jab-injury-pay-outs-set-to-outpace-40-..  (02/28/2022)
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Thank you BFR, questions that remain unanswered by government institutions, which have only defended experimental "vaccines"

despite the fact that many people and many professionals are defending the truth with solid arguments, where the global

measures taken to combat SARS-CoV- 2 largely violate this vision, exposing fraudulent diagnoses, defense of the immune system

and natural immunity from other coronaviruses, protection of vulnerable groups, media misinformation, intervention with a

"vaccine" to treat people as guinea pigs instead of early and effective treatments, calling for the government's immediate

restoration of all our civil liberties. www.globalresearch.ca/open-letter-medical-doctors-health-professionals..  (01/25/2022)
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Thanks NW, precisely Dr. Bryan Ardis, spoke about the illusion of the pandemic when he served as a witness on the third day of the

Pandemic Grand Jury, a public trial that exposes everything that is wrong with the government's handling of the coronavirus of

Wuhan from vaccine fraud to the misuse of PCR tests and the number of cases. Asked by Grand Jury member Dr. Reiner Fuellmich

to expose the illusion of the pandemic, Ardis said corruption in that matter cannot be underestimated. “The PCR test does not

determine if you have SARS-CoV-2 or COVID-19 or any respiratory virus, for that matter. It is a mawed test and a mawed cycle set up

to create hype cases of COVID-19,” Ardis said. www.brighteon.com/ebf71260-d472-4984-84c6-617f6f42e3e9
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Thank you Cold Turkey. Then there are the abortions. In June, the New England Journal of Medicine (NEJM) published a bogus

study claiming that Wuhan coronavirus (Covid-19) "vaccines" are perfectly "safe and effective" for pregnant women to take. A few

months later, the NEJM was forced to issue a correction. The goal, of course, was to convince as many people as possible to read

it to accept its false claims without even thinking twice, simply because it was published in the "reputable" NEJM. Steve Kirsch,

founder of the Covid-19 Early Treatment Fund (CETF).

“In summary, the CDC has no basis to recommend the vaccine to pregnant women. Will the lack of evidence make a difference to

the CDC recommendation? Of course, no. We will experiment with the public,” Kirsh added. The report by Shimabukuro et al.

includes safety results for 35,691 v-safe participants 16 to 54 years of age who identi\ed as pregnant and the \rst 3958

participants who were enrolled in the v-safe pregnancy registry. “Among 827 registry participants who reported a completed

pregnancy, 104 experienced spontaneous abortions and 1 had a stillbirth.

A total of 712 pregnancies (86.1%) resulted in a live birth, mostly among participants who received their \rst vaccination dose in

the third trimester. Among live-born infants, the incidences of preterm birth (9.4%), small size for gestational age (3.2%), and

congenital anomalies (2.2%) were consistent with those expected on the basis of published literature .. More side effects in the

link. www.nejm.org/.../nejme2107070
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Good advice jamNjim: “Just walk away from the medical system!”. Humanity is going to be subjected to the new mRNA vaccines.

The consequences are and will be suffering, deaths and economic and social crisis. Two new Swedish studies con\rm that the

mRNA technology used in P\zer's Wuhan coronavirus vaccines can hijack human DNA within hours of being injected into the body.

dailyexpose.uk/2022/02/27/mrna-incorporates-into-dna-in-six-hours/  (02/27/2022)
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Thanks fvtomasch, yes, good doctors and scientists are persecuted by the globalist elite of the Pharmaceutical Ma\a and their

government allies. An Assembly (AB) bill introduced in the California State Legislature seeks to penalize doctors who promote

"misinformation" about the Wuhan coronavirus. The proposal also urges the state medical board to go after such doctors and

expedite complaints \led against them. Vaccine injury and epidemiology expert Dr. Meryl Nass, a member of the CHD scienti\c

advisory committee, denounced the proposal as "an attempt to legislate ...

2what is true and what is misinformation," and medical providers have to " follow that de\nition to the letter". She compared the

intent of AB 2098 to that of the Ministry of Truth in George Orwell's novel "1984," adding that it seeks to "enforce a single truth."

www.globalresearch.ca/california-bill-would-punish-doctors-who-promote..  ( 02/24/2022)
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Hi Gui and All, Excellent sharing posts. This needs to stop Right Now!!  I get outraged when I read about children being harmed.

Offering up infants to these experiments is no better than sacri\cing them as they do in some of cults and twisted religions — it’s

madness. We have to rise up on this point, like no other or we will have no future.  Anyone who knows a child or was a child - do

whatever you have to get the message out !!  Praying for the world without this killing campaign.. God Bless.
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Thank you Dear Luvvvy, your words are a hymn to freedom: “We have to rise up on this point, like no other or we will have no

future.” There is no cause that deserves a higher priority than the protection and development of the child, on whom depend the

survival, stability and progress of all nations and, indeed, of human civilization. All children embody the living promise that the

world can be transformed, in the future, into a better place. They are a precious gift that must be cared for as the greatest treasure

of humanity, because great changes depend on this generation. Children are the future of the world, adult society is responsible for

planting in them the appropriate seeds of love, respect, education, tolerance and other values. We are risking the survival and

progress of humanity. Is there something more important than that? God Bless.
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"...a proposed bill in California that would basically charge doctors with unprofessional conduct if they stray away from the vaccine

narrative and offer patients alternatives which is now considered misinformation." I have lost all faith and trust in Pharmedicine.

Doctors have become the drug pushers for the Pharma drug cartels.
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Thank you MaxDuncan for posting this David E. Martin gem earlier today on another forum.

 rumble.com/vw525j-dr-david-martin-presentation-27-feb-2022.html
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TOP SECRET PFIZER DOCUMENT LEAKS ONLINE... (document below reviewed with with commentary)

www.bitchute.com/.../8wyZWfxoCT85  BOMBSHELL: P\zer Vaccine Study’s Massive List Of “Adverse Events of Special Interest

(AESIs)” – not to be released until 2096… released early. 5.3.6 CUMULATIVE ANALYSIS OF POST-AUTHORIZATION ADVERSE

EVENT REPORTS OF PF-07302048 (BNT162B2) RECEIVED THROUGH 28-FEB-2021 Report Prepared by: Worldwide Safety P\zer

The information contained in this document is proprietary and con\dential. 3.1.3. Review of Adverse Events of Special Interest

(AESIs) Table 7. AESIs Evaluation for BNT162b2 P\zer The information contained in this document is proprietary and con\dential.

Any disclosure, reproduction, distribution, or other dissemination of this information outside of P\zer, its APliates, its Licensees,

or Regulatory Agencies is strictly prohibited. Except as may be otherwise agreed to in writing, by accepting or reviewing these

materials, you agree to hold such information in con\dence and not to disclose it to others (except where required by applicable

law), nor to use it for unauthorized purposes. phmpt.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/5.3.6-postmarketing-experience.pd..

 [space] www.bitchute.com/.../0rT3v5D4CV7k
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Eugenicide. Look at the blood groups most affected: AB. I am AB Rhesus Negative and I have not had the jab for that reason. But I had

Covid in the \rst wave...as many of you know. Which for me is another reason not to have it, it seems mad to have an inoculation against

something you have already had!
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This isn’t about the vaccines…it’s about the health passports. These things will morph into a control mechanism that will prevent

people without them from being able to buy or sell. Hmm 

🤔

 where have we heard that before? Ohh, that’s right…in Revelation

13…as the Mark of the Beast (Global Empire) Nobody is going to stop what’s been prophesied to happen. The only thing you can do

is make sure that you are on the winning side. Evil will be given authority to thrive in these last days, but that’s only going to make

people beg for the return of Messiah, aka…The Lion from the tribe of Judah. So blessed be He who comes in the name of the King!
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It is likely that the blood groups most affected by Covid are also affected by "vaccines". In this study, A, B, and Rh+ were found to

be more susceptible to COVID-19 infection, while blood groups O, AB, and Rh− have a lower risk of COVID-19 infection. No

association was found between blood groups and susceptibility to disease severity and mortality.

www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fcimb.2021.767771/full#:~:text=Co.. . A recent study published in Blood Advances

indicates, as a possible explanation, that the receptor-binding domain of the virus spike has more aPnity for the A antigen, "but not

for the one present in red blood cells but in the epithelial cells of the respiratory mucosa They found that the RBD had a strong

preference for binding to blood group A found on respiratory cells.

He showed no preference for blood group A red blood cells or other blood groups found in red blood cells or respiratory cells. "It is

interesting that the viral RBD only really prefers the type of blood group A antigens found on respiratory cells, which is presumably

the way the virus enters and infects most patients." from the Sean R. Stowell study, from Brigham and Women's Hospital, in the

United States. www.redaccionmedica.com/secciones/sanidad-hoy/covid-evidencia-grupo-sa..
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Yes Pipblanc, it's Eugenicide. Well said. So it is just criminal to give those shots. ~*~ Why were P\zer and Moderna vaccines not

available in India? India's Health minister responds: Moderna and P\zer had placed a condition before the Indian government that

an indemnity clause is signed. It means that if there is any side effect or if someone dies after taking the vaccine, then the

company will not be held accountable and prosecuted under Indian law. The health minister said that it didn’t seem wise for the

Indian government to accept their demands, www.wionews.com/india-news/why-were-p\zer-and-moderna-vaccines-not-av..   But

Western countries gave a free pass to harm and kill people with vaccines, because those companies are not accountable, they can

put anything they like in those vaccines, no matter how harmful.

~~*~~ Bill Gates is not only owning the most farmland in America… He has also taken control of the global production and

warehousing of seeds… strangesounds.org/2022/03/warning-bill-gates-has-taken-control-of-the-..  The US seeks an additional

$17.9 billion for vaccines and Gates foundation will pro\t. The \lthy rich Gates & Soros don't pay any tax, because of the

foundations, they use to control the world.

How Soros does that, you can see in this very informative, well researched video, by Polly St George, (thanks Epi-cure for the video)

Polly connects declassi\ed CIA documents, to Soros, his foundations paid WEF members at high governments levels in both

Canada, and Ukraine. Title of video: Ukraine: Seized by Globalists - Canadian Involvement - CIA, Freeland + More

https://www.amazingpolly.net/   What Soros did in Canada and Ukraine, he did all over the world. Polly made another video about

Global Shapers, a second layer of penetration by the transhumanist Klaus Schwab and his World Economic Forum. You won't

believe how deep this goes.
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Insanity rules the Too Big Predator$, it seems to be celebrated. What can we expect from the Predator Big Pharma whose business

model is to defy any regulations, to lie nonstop, to sell for as long as possible until the carnage can no longer be denied, to then

pay a slap on the wrist \nes along with a wink and a nod from the Predator$ legal system? It's less expensive far more pro\table to

peddle whatever toxic potion they can push out onto the public and run PR, Shell Games to push lability away from the main

company, or just pretend none of it ever happened.

Fauci & Gates are foundation blocks for this whole disaster as Gates has pulled out every stop to promote the Jab/s & protect

Pharma, a swelled head believing his decades of data mining, and pushing the narrative under the radar in any direction at will was

going to steamroll all this over the public, & if there are repercussions, it would be too little too late. Gates along with other tech

billionaires are buying farmland at an alarming rate, & why collect seeds when they believe they can create better than Creation

itself? Oh, they will own & control it whatever gets used.

Plants in particular have massive genetic data & Gates & other fools think they can do better be replacing a sequence here & there.

For those pursuing natural health we can see while genetics have a part, whether something kicks in or not is inmuenced by the

environment. We have the tools deep within our cells, Dr. Science, Dr. FrankenGates need not apply.
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Ray; while the masses are distracted with this and that; the End Game draws closer and closer!
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Pete: good info; although it always helps to look at the full picture. Before I give the links, people should understand that the word

"diversity" is a buzz word for Genetic Engineering! If anyone believes that these stored seeds are for "humanity" - you are dead

wrong! --- "On this God-forsaken island Bill Gates is investing tens of his millions along with the Rockefeller Foundation, Monsanto

Corporation, Syngenta Foundation and the Government of Norway, among others, in what is called the ‘doomsday seed bank.’

OPcially the project is named the Svalbard Global Seed Vault on the Norwegian island of Spitsbergen, part of the Svalbard island

group." The \rst article isn't exactly loaded with 'truth'; but does have a nice photo and diagram of the installation.

time.com/doomsday-vault  You may want to save the following PDF. dickatlee.com/.../doomsday_seed_vault.pdf  I skipped along

the timeline of the following video and can already tell that it is full of accurate and important information!

www.youtube.com/watch
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Thanks Randyfast. A farmer need seeds to grow crops. Almost all farmers buy them to get the best quality seeds. Now they

depend on Gates having a monopoly, and surely Gates wants to push GMO seeds, as he did in the past. He doesn't care if it cause

autism because of glyphosate. Without the seeds the farmer goes bankrupt, so Gates can buy the farmland cheap. This can also

inmuence the feeding of animals as they are fed crops. Maybe Gates want to develop seeds that can change your DNA like the

vaccines. Who can trust Gates? Steve Jobs found out the hard way that he was cheated by Gates. Melinda divorced (B)ill Gates

because she couldn't trust him anymore, she said yesterday at “CBS Mornings”, to be seen in this 2 minutes video.

www.youtube.com/watch     ~~*~~ Microsoft is actively colluding with the NSA, publicly admitted by Gates on tv, and he was

proud about it to spy on you. No software company has been quite as collaborative with the NSA as Microsoft has, e.g. in providing

direct Skypeaccess, which has an estimated 663 million global users. But this is not the story which the media tends to tell;

 www.theguardian.com/world/2013/jul/11/microsoft-nsa-collaboration-user..
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Pete.Smith, I think you meant to say "couldn't" instead of "could". "...because she could trust him anymore, she said yesterday at

“CBS Mornings”,...."
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Yes Otis101, you are right. Thank you.
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How can they ask for an EUA when there are treatments for Covid already available, even in main stream medicine. I thought you could

only ask for an EUA when no other treatment protocols exist, unless they are attempt to put something into the bodies that is not

supposed to be there. MMC88121
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this is why they faked a hydroxychloroquine study that used excessive amounts of this drug to prove that it was useless - this is a

SNAKE engineered with Dr Falsie as his coconspirator - in order to claim that there was no alternative to vaccination and "warped

speed" non science
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Yes, Fauci and the regulatory agencies, including the CDC and the FDA, are "deeply corrupt" and have promoted experimental Covid

vaccines in the population with "grossly incomplete" data that do not meet even minimum safety standards and will continue to

promote the new combined “vaccines” against the mu and the AIDS vaccine that they are promoting. Misinformation is the queen

of deception. After all, he repeats a lie enough times, no matter how stupid it sounds, and the masses begin to believe him. “Safe

and Effective”: The CDC's OPcial Seal of Approval for Every Vaccine After reviewing P\zer's Covid vaccine data submitted to the

Japanese government, Malone said he was "shocked" and "demoralized" by what he discovered.

The agencies allowed the pharmaceutical giant with a criminal record to proceed with human trials and granted it Emergency Use

Authorization for its Covid vaccine based on its "grossly inadequate package of information." Malone says that no healthy young

man should get a Covid vaccine, which is much more dangerous than the virus, he is surprised by the lack of public messages

about the danger. Also, it doesn't mean the heart condition isn't affecting older people, but Malone has lost con\dence in

regulators' interest in recognizing the signs. www.lifesitenews.com/.../744314
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MaryRN - Top lawyer Robert F Kennedy Jr explains how fork-tongued Fauci manipulated the EUA, and side lined HCQ & IVM so the

no-liability experimental pro\teering vaccine could go ahead. And at the same time made himself and his cronies richer:

twitter.com/.../1353754961641877510
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As Stanley mentioned, the HCQ study was totally botched. Not only did they give a toxic dosage that was like 1,000 times more

than you would normally give, but they gave to people who were in the later stages of infection. Once the virus is in your cells and

replicating it is too late to take HCQ UNLESS you are suffering a cytokine storm. HCQ can still quell the cytokine storm which will

prevent you from drowning in your own bodily muids. Here are some NIH/Pubmed publications from 2005 that promote Chloriquine

for the treatment of coronavirus infections: pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/16115318 .......  ...www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC1232869

 Fauci even made a public announcement in Aug of 2005 saying "Chloriquine (now Hydroxychloroquine) is a MIRACLE cure for

Sars-Cov-1 infection".

Here's the deal. If it worked for Sars-Cov-1 it will work for Sars-Cov-2. Both enter the cells via ace2 receptors. Literally, no one had

to die from this virus. It appears that Ivermectin is as good if not better than HCQ. So we had 2 drugs available and one we knew

that worked back in 2005 for a coronavirus strain that was 10 times more deadly than Sars-Cov-2 (covid-19). That's called

genocide. It's not only happening in the medical world, it's happening on the ground in places like the Ukraine. It's tyranny and

genocide.
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I don't see any changes happening in this medical fraud until the courts get off their lazy behinds and do their job. We need justice

and we need it now.
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Well said Otis101. So many deaths could be prevented with early treatment. Why don't families that were harmed take Fauci to a

criminal court?

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/3/2022 5:41:51 PM
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

otis... I predict, that, if the justice system does not act, we will see vigilanteeism. People will only tolerate so much. The last straw

is when their children are harmed.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/4/2022 3:05:20 AM
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Rosebud10000
Joined On 12/12/2016 1:59:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The utterances of Bill Gates could arguably be classi\ed as criminally insane or at the very least unhinged. He keeps sliding in talk of the

next pandemic, as though he wishes for it. His body language is off. None of this is normal. Meanwhile back on planet Earth, does any

sane person still believe Covid 19 is not a treatable disease? This is all so unbelievable. And most people still go about rearranging the

deck chairs on the Titanic.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/3/2022 3:10:03 AM
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If Gates had been the snot nosed son of one of the great unwashed useless eaters, he would have moved from Juvey Hall straight

to a holding cell in a Mental Hospital until his demise. $$$$, gives tremendous inmuence with little to no accountability.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/3/2022 5:36:22 AM
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The MILLION dollar question: "‘Why bother injecting kids this young?’ The risk COVID-19 presents to children is minuscule." Here's the

BILLION dollar answer: "They only make money if you are sick!" To get the jab means you get the booster which means a lifetime

schedule of shots and all of the side effects the medical system gets to treat you for. The covid-19 jabs is the 401K for the medical

system. There was a prediction 10 years ago that the medical system was going to crash. It's why we have Obama Care. They are trying

to prop up the house of cards that's about to fall down.

What If someone asks if you are vaccinated, you say "what does that mean?" If they can even answer that question you say "for what". If

they say covid-19 you reply "covid-19 is an illness...there's no such thing as a vaccine for an illness". If they say it's for the covid-19 virus

you say "covid-19 is not a virus, it's an illness". If they follow that with "the virus is Sars-Cov-2 and you should get the jab" you say, "OK,

where is this vaccine that says Sars-Cov-2 on the bottle?" It's all smoke and mirrors.

The entire pandemic is FAKE NEWS! Yes, I believe there is a virus going around. It's a coronavirus. It's the equivalent of a common cold. I

can't prove it, but something else is killing everyone. Those that decided to take the "wait and see" approach are doing JUST FINE!

However, the death rates among the loyal sheeple are astronomical. The vaccines are de\nitely contributing to that death toll. Something

else way more sinister is happening.
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brodiebrock12
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Create the problem and rake in billions and billions with zero liability injecting experimental gene therapy into human organic

tissue and then come to the rescue with next said solution with all sorts of new drugs and existing expensive meds to treat the

huge increases in cancers, VAIDS like symptoms, neurodegenerative issues etc. I noticed long ago jamNjim you saw it for what it

IS as well. There is no $$$ or control of narrative with a healthy society...
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arthurrieloutlook.com
Joined On 1/5/2021 7:58:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@jamNjim, Mainstream media have done a piss-poor job in distinguishing the disease, i.e. SARS-COV-2 from its symptoms, i.e.

COVID, resulting in uninformed laypeople (hoi polloi) to regard both terms as synonyms. The problem is exacerbated by

government propaganda that urges people to regard the "vaccines" as actual vaccines when the "vaccines" produce zero immunity

from SARS-COV-2; by all of the misinformation that claims that masks and social distancing offer powerful protection against

infection (they offer zero protection), and the deliberate fear-mongering ("Asymptomatic people are spreaders!"; "X number of

people died from COVID today!"; COVID is deadlier than every kind of cancer!", etc.).
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is child abuse. Anyone who would allow an experimental drug/vaccine/therapy (what do you call these jabs?) to be injected into a

child should be put in prison. Any medical/health organization that would promote these jabs in children should be shut down

immediately and the leadership of these organizations should serve life in prison.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It truly is, but if you have not noticed not ONE perp has been held to anything close to accountability after 2 years of this. This

alone is so very telling. Why would anything change if the very same corrupt evil perps are still in exact same positions and

spewing the exact same corrupt narrative? What rational mind believes anything changes without actual REAL accountability?
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Should-a ...could-a........but they DIDN'T..... No Money in kids for the NWOdour....but the Big Money is in 5G in all the New

Schools.....which will help the Kids in Prisons......errrrrrr..Schools to Falter and mounder under RF Poisoning , in which the NWO

Managed Medical Facilities and Hospitals and Funeral-Industries will label each kid with 'Covid or Omicron' in which the Kid will be

'Diagnosed" and off to a 'Hospital' which is really a crematorium to remove the Goy.....checkmate........!!! Get 'em while Theys Young

n Dumb"!!!! says the Pedo Government......just ask Pedo Justin Castro  >>>>

 rumble.com/vv4jmg-trudeau-dark-pedo-aussies-cook-protestors-with-laser..
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It seems like they’re especially after women of childbearing age. They want to sterilize and or kill them so they won’t have any children.

Same thing with the children. If they can sterilize them, people will become extinct. That’s what the so called elites want and people are

so brainwashed and brain dead, they’re still getting the death jab
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Miss_Lara
Joined On 2/1/2011 4:45:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I agree... and I noticed the extreme uptick in IVF advertising/advertorials on tv and news sites over the past 6 months..Sell, sell,

sell!
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MiBe220
Joined On 5/30/2021 11:26:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The manager of this large german health insurance company, who published the numbers, got \red from his job 3 days later. Germany in

March 2022: No chance to skip the narrative. Michael Becker
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM
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"shoot the messenger !!
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

if the so called "vaccine" is DANGEROUS to everybody {as it no doubt is} then it stands to reason that it would be dangerous to young

people {and it is} - I know that data and statistics need to intrpret data through analysis of categoriesis are also freaudulently intentioned

- the reality is that the adverse effects register is recording huge amounts of injury across the board - the CRIMINALITY of these

businessmen is that their appetite for pro\t has cancelled any vestige of human fellow feeling - the Golden Calf Cult is another

description of the rush to coerce compliance - this is the "DANCE AROUND THE CALF" - round and around we dance on the graves of the

victims - Pharma will murder you for a buck - the Vaccine Adverse Effects Register {VAERS} proves this - these commerecial entities {Big

Pharma} kill humans for the sake of their bottom line - this mad dance is a form of sanctioned homicide that Pharma's loot drives

inexorably over the Cliff of human survival
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Humanity is facing a planned genocide where hospitals receive money for assigning deaths to people with previous pathologies

due to the use of toxic medicines and death ventilators, while early treatments are rejected and doctors who recommend them are

sanctioned. It is the power of money is the large-scale corruption of government institutions and the Pharmaceutical Ma\a. As

pointed out in this article by Tessa Lena, humanity is in the "respectable conspiracy" in which a complex combination of forces and

motives, from corruption to planning to generate a horrible reality that looks exactly like the dystopian reality described for the

"crazy conspiracy". This is exactly on the minds of the Davos crowd and their teachers, and our world remains an intricate dance

rather than a neat caricature.

Planned genocide is also found in the hijacking of the United Nations and the WEF in their authority to implement the reformist

plans of the Davos crowd in the wretched Fourth Industrial Revolution. As Antonio Guterres points out, in every corner of the world,

injustice, inequality, mistrust, racism and discrimination cast a dark shadow. We must restore human dignity and human decency.

We must avoid the death of truth. tessa.substack.com/p/guterres-speaks?token=eyJ1c2VyX2lkIjo1MTA1NDUxOSw..  (02.03.2022)
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM
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thank you Gui - this world is experiencing "The Fall of Mankind" - Genesis describes how the SNAKE caused the \rst Fall - there

have been many Falls since then - this Fall might spell the End Times - these are dangerous times for the human experiment
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Genocidal Crimes against Humanity. Gates & compadres are already laying down the foundations for the Plan/Scam/Demic.
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Martix
Joined On 10/19/2007 4:48:18 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Moses got rid of the golden Calf...sometime ago, just kidding Stan !!!!!!
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM
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yes steve - they are enboldened by the "success" that Zombie Culture has gifted them with ---- Martix - the Golden Calf is a

reference to the zodiacal Taurus which came before Aquarius - when they thought that Moses had died on the mountain the

Hebrews reverted to the previous belief system, astrology for protection and a rejection of monotheism
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am fed up with this idiotic and useless conversation about who should or who shouldn't be getting the nanobot shot - to combat covid!

No one is sick or dying from this cold virus - unless they're already sick and dying! The evidence is all around us. Anyone who is sick, in

this COLD and FLU season; has the cold or mu; in spite of the fact that the liars and deceivers have told us that the reason the cold and mu

has "virtually disappeared", is because the nanobot shot is "protecting" them. Wake up! The ONLY thing that the gene editing shot is

doing; is maiming and killing people - whether they're 5 or 105! The nanobot shots are designed for one purpose...to either kill you

outright; or prep you for transhumanism! The TRUTH hurts - but it's still the truth! Most of the professional people giving testimony in

Reiner Fuellmich's court proceedings seem to agree with me on this, including the FACT that covid was never about a virus; or taking care

of our health; but about Money, Power and Control - and a means to an end!
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, Randy, planned genocide, like the People's Court of Public Opinion, is denouncing the many human rights violations inmicted

by corrupt politicians under the direction of the World Economic Forum (WEF). “This case, which involves the most heinous crimes

against humanity committed under the guise of a corona pandemic, seems complicated only at \rst glance,” German lawyer Dr.

Reiner Fuellmich said in his opening statement. Fuellmich went on to highlight how the Wuhan coronavirus pandemic was

deliberately engineered by the establishment to push humanity into a new technocratic "great reset" system under a centralized

global power structure.

"First, there is no corona pandemic, but only a 'plandemic' PCR test driven by an elaborate psychological operation designed to

create a constant state of panic among the world's population," Fuellmich said. "This agenda has been planned for a long time."

humansbefree.com/2022/02/international-criminal-grand-jury-investigati..
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM
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Hopefully there will be a revolution soon. All of the vaccine snowmakes will have a rude awakening. All the vaccine and pill popping

junkies will be in withdrawal when they can't get their pills and shots. All of the big pharmaceutical companies will burn to the

ground. The sooner the great reset happens the sooner the revolution takes place. You don't attack the government. You go after

the people funding the government. The government will get the message and \x the problem as soon as they lose all of the

money laundering pharmaceuticals.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM
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Gui and Arlen; thank you both for the support. This is NOT the time to be distracted. We must look at the big picture and where it is

leading humanity.
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Randyfast/GUI/Arlen1 - Yes - people need to wake up! And you don't need to be intelligent, just act like you are intelligent. Fake it

(works for me)!!!  Ask questions, challenge those in authority, seek out alternative narratives.  Have your "Reality Goggles" focused

on the insight and understanding of the "Truth."
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Bfr; I'm not that "well educated", in the scholastic sense (I consider it a plus); although, I am, for the most part - Self-educated. I

should also mention that I spent a year at a community college and was awarded a Computer Programming certi\cate (I am well

aware that it is not the same as a "diploma"). I spend hours each day, \nding mountains of truthful information (text and videos).

Do I posses some kind of magical powers? I think not! The 'truth' is "still" out there!
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TreeIsKey
Joined On 3/12/2021 1:29:11 PM
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Post 268 NAMES, NUREMBERG 2022. If one thinks that Nuremberg 2 will not take place in 2022, think again. As soon as Russian

liberation of Ukraine is concluded – which is quite soon – the hunt for Ukrainian neo-NAZI war criminals behind genocide of some 15,000

Russian people in Donbas region (70 percent) and in other parts of Ukraine (30 percent) over the last 8 years will begin and subsequently

THEIR prosecution will take place by Russia. President Putin said in his 2-21-2022 speech that the names of THESE culprits are known.

Russia Today showed how evidence of graves, bodies, eye-witness accounts are all being collected. From these court trials more names

will be extracted from the criminals of people who put THEM up to the committed horri\c acts of massacre, civilians being blown up,

torture, body mutilation, \ngers cut off, rape of women and men, school buses being shot at, children killed, etc.

Names of organizers, enablers, supporters, \nanciers, etc. of the atrocities will be generated, expected to be at the highest levels of

Anglo-Saxon Five-Eye-Echelon countries and Europe. And that’s how it all begins. Many of THESE names will be recognized by common

ordinary citizens across the globe. This may help to explain the frantic efforts, even panic, already seen by Australia’s government elite

who the news said are funding lethal weapons to Ukraine, including the Swiss sending weapons – a neutral country for Heaven’s sake!

What’s going on here? This may help to explain the shutting down of Russia Today as i speak – the most watched news channel in the

world – across Europe and UK, which is a violation of international law and fundamental democratic principles of free speech.

Because it would be expected that these names would be prominently posted and discussed on this news channel. Now, the message to

the Anglo-Saxon freemason fascist faraohs global elites and THEIR enablers seems to be this: you can run but you can’t hide, you will be

hunted down. The Anglo-
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TreeIsKey
Joined On 3/12/2021 1:29:11 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Saxon neo-N A Z I s who started all of this will be prosecuted next for war crimes against humanity. Russia represents the Divine

judgment come upon Earth to cleanse Her. Nuremberg 2022 will indeed happen: Ukraine, USA, England, Canada, Australia, New

Zealand, South Africa. “The World will praise Volga” – Vanga (Bulgarian prophetess). Good People of Earth Unite!
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epi-cure
Joined On 5/12/2012 7:02:04 PM
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TreeIsKey    I so delighted in your forecast; I read it twice. Despite Fuellmich having distanced himself from the precision of the

phrase, I realize Nuremberg 2.0 is a useful descriptor. Do you have a list of 268 names? And how will the cases against the

perpetrators be prosecuted? How do we proceed beyond The Citizens Grand Jury and Court Of Popular Opinion? We all know the

courts are stacked against us.   Unless . . . . . . . . . we can install a few more like this guy:

 swisscows.com/video/watch?query=pigmeat%20markham%20here%20comes%20the..
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And the savior of the world isn't the prophesied & ful\lled Jew, after all, who created all men of one blood, & saved them spiritually

by his own if men will but receive it: but is an unrepentant, murderous former KGB head who postured a decade or so as a

champion of life, truth & liberty with all those 'family' shot pics, for life & 'traditional values' (after the 'thing' out there at the

Presidio with Gorbie)....a few lying signs & wonders, unsupported by plain truth or proved by the preserved word of God, the

express written will & testament of God....and voila! He's gonna save the world and the Russia they decimated & remade.

And the 'surprise', out-of-nowhere, shades of Obama, president of the Ukraine 'just happens' to be a Jew.  And, China's our friend.

The old heads of surveillance & tyranny now champions of openness and 'glasnost' and freedom indeed.....  And people thought

Vatican II and Bill Gates' new persona & identity were hard to believe, & were amazed how many people bought it. Rome East may

have a new head & champion, but both are still in concordat & subservient to Rome West....and there's not a dime's worth

difference between them.

Just changing the tool, the rod, in the waving hands...mesmerizing the masses, practicing their necromancy, their lying signs &

visions & wonders. And that one Book foretold & exposes it all. No wonder they hate it & its witnesses so.  A minority of

Anglo-Saxons were involved in that...so all the Anglo-Saxons are guilty, evil, wicked, undeserving of individual trials before juries of

peers, undeserving of knowing & facing their accusers. What a charade. Good thing we know how it all ends.
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Post 270. Epi-Cure: thank you for your post. Which 268 names are you speaking of? Can you send a link? Nuremberg 2 is surely a

good name for it. i am not an attorney but i believe we need to follow is to connect the prosecution of THOSE NAZI elites especially

in USA and Britain who started the Kovid plannedemic-genocide to the prosecution of THOSE N A Z I s in Ukraine backed by same

USA-Britain elites. Starting in Ukraine and then following the leads. THOSE who supplied arms to THESE N A Z I s in Ukraine have

blood on THEIR hands, are responsible for the genocide of 15,000 people, 70 percent of them in Donbas region. Spread the word

and keep the pressure on. See Russia Today telecast which Europe is now banning because they speak the Truth.

wwitv.com/.../b1527.htm
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Palazzolo
Joined On 1/18/2010 9:02:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Psychopathic sh*t from hell that must be exterminated.
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Beu3743
Joined On 11/1/2016 12:55:28 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I just don’t get it why we still have to carry on about this jab and why is still administered to any body! Its pure evil and only to purposely

hurt and kill people! My sister, who unfortunately decided to have these jabs eventhough I warned her and begged her not to have them, I

even send her Ivermectin! Ended up with vaginal bleeding and now has cancer in the lungs liver the lot! I am so angry that this has not

been stopped and they still continue this vile program.
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OrwellKnew
Joined On 8/29/2021 5:04:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sorry to hear about your sister. The problem is that when people have been psychologically manipulated, they are like cult

members. As we know from experiences with cult members, it takes experts a long time to deprogram them. Unfortunately, you

stood little chance of protecting her from the jabs. What is done is done.   See if you can get your sister interested in Rick Simpson

oil. I was stage 4 Prostate Cancer in the fall of 2013. Had radiation on my pelvis twice to try to stop the cancer that had gone to my

bones from impinging on nerves to my bowels and bladder. My PSA was higher than any number I had ever heard for a PSA, it was

3,800. I was put on testosterone blockers, which are just used to delay the inevitable.

Since my Cancer was \rst detected in 2002, I knew the score. Survive for another year, maybe 2 years and say goodbye. Already

seen that happen to a couple of people I knew. Lucky for me, medical science had nothing for me to pin my hopes on, so I started

researching like mad. I came across Rick Simpson’s story, “Run from the Cure” and I was very interested in the stories people told

of their own experiences with their Cancers. I can tell when people are lying and they were telling the truth. After more researching,

I saw that Rick Simpson Oil was backed up by research. Cannabinoids are produced by the human body, not just in the plant.

They play a big role in regulating every major system in the body, including the immune system. I decided to give Cannabis Oil a

shot because I had nothing to lose. That was 8 1/2 years ago.  A few years ago I saw a study from Denmark on Stage 4 Prostate

Cancer patients. Those who had required radiation treatment to their pelvis (like me) had less than a 1% chance of surviving 5

years.  The other thing to look into is Ivermectin, it might have some Cancer \ghting properties as well as helping the detox

process, which your sister will also need. Anyway, check all this out for yourself. Good luck!!
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ColdTurkey
Joined On 12/16/2019 8:14:58 AM
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This is the President of Ukraine. Very brief video: www.bitchute.com/.../257jm3JX0KFh
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How else do you get acceptance for totally managed, transhumanist 'reproduction' in factories full of arti\cial wombs?
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

this arti\cial  "womb" sounds like a good business opportunity for the ambitious entrepreneur
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM
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lol...Stan, and a certain entrepreneur & early entre into 'stakeholder capitalism' that isn't capitalist, & which leaves an important

class of 'stakeholders' out, comes to mind....actually a few. Then we hear that one of the sources to some other info came out of

Blackrock Holding portfolio management...where there are more than a few, but whose names we don't know, those who get to be

'anonymous'....and we wonder. (Note, too, I said 'arti\cial' not real womb substitutes prostituted, willingly or not,...'seized' or 'for

rent' wombs in old style tyranny or playing 'god'. These guys are 'progressive'. ) Monopolizing food isn't the only natural process

they want to \nancialize.

They've been \nancially bene\tting from death for quite awhile now since Cain, then Nimrod...but.... This covid, transhumanism

and monopolized deathcare management & transfer of power is their most complete, most sophisticated, most ambitious staged

'change' & 'leap forward' in that endeavor that we've seen in quite a train of them.  The related alphabet soup investors &

connections & cloaked eugenics are amazing. CEPI and DARPA and Wellcome Trust and CoVax and The African Union and

Polygenic Risk Scores (PRS's) and PGD's (pre-implantantation diagnostics)...a tweak here, a tweak there, unwelcome discard here,

an unwelcome discard there...a few more...

What's the big deal? Just cloak it in tradition, philosophy, Latin, Greek, or alphabet soup ...and abracadabra, hokus pokus....they can

make anything sound good, & sell it to more than a few. And what about the things we don't even know about yet.  When God \nally

says, 'Enough', & pulls the plug, I'm sure not going to be wondering 'why' anymore! Painful enough just watching the stage being set

for the fake solution the whole world will receive \rst & consequentially.
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Joined On 6/8/2008 9:16:45 PM
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I am not a doctor, but I am a scientist in other \elds. From all I have read, I should expect scientists to hypothesize that better blood mow

a person has from their arm to their heart could be directly proportional to the risk of myocarditis from the jab. Similarity, I would expect

those who are more athletic, especially those who use their arms strongly in regular exercise would have better blood mow from the arm

to the heart. I expect the quicker and amount of the vaccine can get from the arm to heart would increase risk of myocarditis. The lack of

anyone either making or denying that hypothesis is beyond my belief as it seems obvious everyone should be considering this.

I think the faster the vaccine can get into the blood, the greater risk of many if not most of the vaccine injuries. I also would expect major

consequences the same day of the vaccine if it is injected directly into a vein. Muscles need a constant source of blood nutrients and

oxygen to work effectively, so there has to be lots of micro blood vessels in the muscles. An experiment the vaccine companies should
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oxygen to work effectively, so there has to be lots of micro blood vessels in the muscles. An experiment the vaccine companies should

have done when testing the vaccines is to inject the vaccine directly into a vein of animals and if that is 100% safe, then do that to a few

thousand people in the clinical trials to make sure it is 100% safe in the blood.

Yes, the vaccine probably mostly stays in the arm for most jabs, but I am sure some of it will get into the blood right away during the jab

and I see no way of preventing that, so it needs to be tested what will happen when some or lots gets injected into the blood and make

sure that is 100% safe before the most honorable highness Fauci can jab everyone with his magic bullet.
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good logic but the whole vaccination industry has one core idea that is totally false - they lie to you about IMMUNITY - this is where

the whole commercial enterprise fails
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Actually, the entire purpose of the increase usage of vaccines is to maximize pro\ts to provide bonuses to company executives

and good returns for the investors. Anyway they can legally squeeze more liability free money out of the taxpayer is game. But they

have to at least make it look like the vaccines seem to have a sense of purpose or they would not be able to convince the entire

public all the way up to the President and all world leaders they are doing something that is lawful and good. We have already

replaced God word with Darwin's word.

Now we can \nish the process and replace traditional science with fantasy science and make even more phony money for those

who believe and are \nancially invested. Like a Star Trek fantasy world were man is God or at least certain liability free leaders

become our gods and in our minds, appear capably of anything. Liability free in a sense makes them infallible, which to the

masses, replaces God with those leaders. We already know it will never work and fallout will sooner or later kill billions of people.
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But the expert witnesses have already spoken loud and clear. The experimental drugs, aka “vaccines”, offer less medical value

than a long laundry list of low risk alternatives, while being extremely dangerous in the short term and likely even more dangerous

in the medium to long term. If guys like Dr. Chetty in South Africa can treat 10,000 patients himself, without one Covid death, then

why in the world would anyone want to mess with a radical, experimental drug with a horrible safety record? And Dr. Chetty’s story

is not unique. Dr. Zelenko and Dr. McCullough and many others had the same success. There is no logical reason other doctors

can’t use the same protocols and have the same success.

If VAERS has 20,000 reported deaths, then the history of VAERS data collection tells us, the real number is anywhere from 200,000

to 2,000,000. That’s primarily just for the USA. The University of Columbia released the results of their study in December.  They

estimated that 400,000 Americans had already died from the experimental injections.   But it’s more than just the number that is

troubling, it’s also the fact that there has never been anyone come forward with exact numbers. So either the authorities decided to

inject every living American with radical experimental drugs without even bothering to track their safety or, they did but are hiding

the results from the public.

The Media never, ever mentions the number of deaths and serious, debilitating injuries. That’s another big red mag in a sea of red

mags. Apparently, the CDC developed a system to track the actual numbers. If not for a whistle blower, we would not even be aware

of that possibility. The system is called V-Safe, but so far they have refused to let the public see their data.  The bottom line is that

these drugs should never been given EUA in the \rst place because they didn’t qualify and they’re far too dangerous. End of story.
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These alternative explanations need further examination, IMO. They make more sense under the 'Great Reset' paradigm.

www.orwell.city/.../sudden-deaths.html  www.orwell.city/.../la-bitacora.html

 www.orwell.city/2022/01/electromagnetic-\elds-graphene-oxide.html  www.orwell.city/.../COMUSAV-CONUVIVE.html

 www.orwell.city/.../arrhythmia.html
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Given that the old rules no longer apply, can't we just rename all the states Florida? And where's Fauci?

www.onenewspage.com/video/20220303/14442560/DeSantis-Democrats-Have-Pu..
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He should be in a rubber room somewhere (at best), though He’s probably just hiding in the basement of Biden’s old house out of

sheer embarrassment.
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Joined On 5/12/2012 7:02:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

lin3741    because fauci possesses neither introspection nor a conscience, he has no embarrassment. The hiding in Joe's

basement humor is not lost on me but those witness protection specialists have many basements to choose from.
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nan5159
Joined On 6/2/2017 4:39:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In my opinion Pam Popper is right. Those behind pushing the vaccines and not caring that children get hurt have no conscience and I

might add no soul. They must have all used SSRI meds at some point as they can’t all have been born that way. There is nothing worse

than losing a child due to someone else’s greed and or malice. Gates, P\zer, Putin, what’s the difference?
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Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM
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yes and another one....... nypost.com/2002/03/31/queens-yeshiva-boss-is-a-molester-boys-mom/  And another one.......>>

torontolife.com/.../ben-levin-child-pornography-sting   Just another one ... torontolife.com/.../ben-levin-child-pornography-sting  
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and a few more >>> www.israelnationalnews.com/.../321585   <<<>>>>>> And a few more >>>

www.haaretz.com/jewish/.premium-why-do-jews-tolerate-child-sex-abuse-1..   <<<<.>>>>

 www.huffpost.com/.../child-abuse-in-the-ultrao_b_1515683   <<<<>>>  starting to see the picture???  and who runs the Earths

Finances? and governments? and who make money on wars? and who ownes BigPharma?  'HUmmmmmm ......can ya smell the

coffee burning?
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Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM
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robb - are Jews the sole pedophile - is Clinton a Jew ?? - is Clinton a pedophile ??what about Snake Gates ?? - was Einstein a

pedolphile ?? - does one Jew mean "all Jews" - this racism is a Roman invention - they created a Church that stole a religion from

the Jews - they framed the Jews by inventing Judas as a scapegoat in order to blame the Jews for their habit of crucifying the

opposition - you are buying in to the same bullshit that Pharma is now "playing" you with in the Covid scam
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Oh Stanley.......man ,calm down...... Stanley if you can read one side of the coin.....Hitler's Germany....how supposedly he was evil

and nasty and hated jews.....but why than did he employ thousands of jews in his military? ......BUT on the other side of the

coin....the part that seems to be 'forgotten'...Hitler's \rst actions was to remove the Jews strong hold on Banks by kicking them

OUT of Germany and created Germany's own money...and in Berlin, Germany was the world's open house to every form of sexual

perversion available to the public...and Hitler hated Pornography and Many of the Porn dealers were Jews....they dealt in "sex

slavery' of women and men and boys and girls and babies and everything in between..animals kids...and Hitler cleaned up the porn

industry.and kicked them out of Germany...seems most were Jews ...Hitler removed anyone involved with the Porn sex

industry...seems Einstein was just one of the thousands removed....

Jeff Epstein was a Jew...and Clinton was on his Island many times. And so was Gates.....and Trump and a few Popes....and Royal

families members.and senators and Reps and world leaders....and how many unknowns have been 'in the shadows' ??? And Im

sure they were NOT just Sun Tanning .....or sipping Margaritas ....

Now Stanley....maybe you might read the OTHER SIDE of THE COIN...or watch it >>   thegreateststorynevertold.tv  Stanley, ever

read anything about 'Gaslighting' ?? Of course Jews are not responsible for all the pedo-parlors....but that Jew Population is less

than 15 million worldwide....but run a vast portion of the porn and pedo parlors and online child sex sites.. The Dark Web is

crawling with them......
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Just watched this: www.bitchute.com/.../8wyZWfxoCT85  (Top Secret P\zer Adverse Events Leaked) I don't doubt a single word, but does

anyone here know of how these documents can be accessed online other than by being led through them in a video?
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Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM
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I may have it "somewhere" on one of my hard drives. In the meantime, this should satisfy your interest.

everydayconcerned.net/2021/04/22/p\zers-military-connections-and-mode..
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Havanasilks  not sure whether this is the goods your seeking obtained yesterday from another reader/contributor:

 phmpt.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/5.3.6-postmarketing-experience.pd..
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Epi-Cure....Thank you!!! The link you provided was exactly what I was hoping to \nd!
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IMO this whole trillion dollar dog-and-pony show with catastrophic consequences to ordinary people seeking healing who have been

manipulated, fear-mongered, and maimed and killed, is meant to be a trial run for the technologues to practice global capitulation to

"pandemic control" and the suppression of freedoms in democracies. Y2K was the \rst practice run for fooling a gullible public into

investing in computer technology at unprecedented levels by the pro\teering nascent Big Tech erstwhile wannabes who have since

become major players in world politics and media and medicine et al.

In other words those who cheat, lie, steal, corrupt, poison and degrade others for their own perverted aims have covered this ruthless

disenfranchisement of human rights by the plutocrats Aristotle warned us against empowering, with a veneer of Big Money annointed

"expert" recommendations that dissuade people from utilizing conscience, critical thinking, rigorous science and rational, diverse,

approaches to solving social problems.

meanwhile they ratchet up the problems to justify their Machiavellian methods. from the post-Holocaust era that saw such amazing

social progress we are on the threshold of enabling androids made from the 72% of humans that the uberclass considers stupid and

utilitarian. God help us to regain our highly developed humanity and put an end to these atrocities by manicured elitists glibly reading

scripts for devils in hiding who want to engineer a servile planet that exists solely for their satisfaction.
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I would say; TRILLIONS!
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we live by Roman standards that believe "might is right" and "divide and conquer" - these according to Gibbon are the standards of

morality that rules the planet - the Roman Emperors styled themselves as gods - this is why Jesus was cruci\ed because he would

only accept Mosaic Law
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Of course the goobermint never mentions that restricting sugar/wheat/re\ned carbohydrates/10W30-vegetable oils is likely more

effective than the Foochi-Myocarditis slab-jab. Take some D3 and I think you're virtually bulletproof.
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The German insurance executive that posted the information has now been \red from his job and the information scrubbed from their

website. Seems the Germans don't want you to know the truth, same as in the US.
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What Does Gates know about sickness, vaccines, or natural health? Nothing! He's just part of the murderous cabal.
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Gates knows how to legally manipulate and manage systems he invests in to make tens of billions of dollars. Building his tax

exempt empire is what matters to him. The vaccines and sicknesses and Biden are just tools he can use to expand his control over

the world. Any connections he makes with health and politics are just a thread connecting many other threads to gain supreme

power and ultimate control over the Universe. He looks for and \nds legal ways to do all he does. His gifts are not in politics or in

speech making, but they are in legally managing control in billions of ways that are mostly behind the scenes and result in a quietly

and secretly making a system of control over the world. Kind of like what God does, but he is not God, just perhaps a god of his

form of a new world order, a socialistic form of order.
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bill - the New World Order propagandizes itself as "socialistic" but the reality is SLAVERY for everyone who is not an oligarch
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and so it goes. March 3rd 2022 and there has not been ONE perp in all of this held to account...not ONE!. Zero accountability. The new

de\nition of insanity for sure. Meanwhile its all being buried in the now 24-7 Ukraine Ukraine Ukraine narrative and next phase of

establishing the Agenda 2030. Forest for the trees Forest for the trees. Notice how the CCP is not sanctioning Russia in any of this and

that 25% of the wheat production comes from Russia and the Ukraine. Food shortages will be a major dagger within the WEF agenda

looming. What will it take for those asleep to become awake to what this has been all about?
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well said brodie - in the subject of the Future and its portents - in my vision {when I Imagine a Future} - it looks cloudy and certainly

not the harborings of a Grand Awakening - the majority and certainly, a large proportion of the millions that take the shot and

believe that critterS are everywhere searching for them speci\cally - if we don't get a Great Awakening we weill get the Zombie

Apocalypse - what are the creature comforts that Zombies love ?? - Big Brother's daily broadcasts {especially the "news"} and beer

and crisps non stop - there is Homer slurping his beer in his favorite armchair - you get the picture ?? - can this be changed ??
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Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM
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And who said Russia - Ukraine is just another the trigger to WW3?  Naw....World War 3 is still going on good with Big Pharma P\zer

cashing in only second-largest Property Holder .......and the Catholic Church is the third landholder..n the Royal families top

holders......and they will soon OWN YOU and Your lands and houses..LOL..... www.realjewnews.com   and who said it best? Bobby Fischer

>>  libquotes.com/bobby-\scher  www.renegadetribune.com/bobby-\scher-speaks-jews
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As it stands, Big Pharma has killed more people than all of the world wars combined.
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Thank you JamNjim......and Im sure BILLIONS will die within a few years....and many kids by "loving parents' that actually aided in

the demises of their children...
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And 5G will be the FINAL Culling Tool........eradication of every living thing on this earth..
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Regarding the side effects of the covid jabs, I am referring back to an article from a couple of weeks ago where embalmers were \nding

some sort of white elastic substance in the arteries during embalming, has there been any further analysis of this substance? I believe, in

the article, it was stated that most if not all of the bodies with this substance had been jabbed at least twice and/or boosted. I would think

that once this "stuff" is found, chemical analysis to identify its components would be performed. Could this be the result of a

hyper-immune response? Don't rightly know without analysis. Would welcome any de\nitive answer. Dr. Mercola?
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It’s time to move on from covid and the jab nonsense. Everyone knows the facts now. The REAL science is out there. Unless you’ve been

living under a giant rock you can barely hide from the real facts, and everyone knows the msm is all BS. The jig is up. It’s over!
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The jig's not up until the war is over
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shy_talk
Joined On 12/21/2016 9:33:41 AM
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“SADLY, the virus itself, particularly the variant called Omicron, is a type of vaccine, in that it creates both T cell and B cell immunity, and

it’s done a better job of getting out to the population than we have with vaccines.” The sad bit is that it has "done a better job". Surely that

is a better way to interpret Bill Gates' comment? Criticising the worst possible interpretation of what our opponents say is a poor, week

argument. *Sadly*, we have to stay objective, even when criticising our opponents!
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Good_Hands
Joined On 11/18/2020 2:03:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

shy, I have to agree. While I believe Bill Gates is an evil sociopath hellbent on ruining humanity through vaccines, my \rst

impression of that statement was that "sadly" is a misplaced modi\er. We do, indeed, need to be more discerning in our criticism.
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Joined On 6/25/2013 7:18:23 AM
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The evidence of Bill G Hates being a nasty piece of work are there for you to see. The Indian govt have been angry that he used

children to experiment on. Lets pretend there is no evil and that the world is heaven. The Nigerian govt were angry that their young

girls had antibodies which attacked their wombs and aborted their children when ONLY girls were given THREE doses of a tetanus

jab. We can look at the pesticides, the GM crops, the lousy performance of Microsoft with its built in viruses and spyware and

errors. We can look at the rampant pro\teering of charities which give tax avoidance and pro\ts from everything spend by the

charities. There is no evil, there is no murder, there is no falsehood. OK put your head back into the sand.  Shutting your eyes to evil

is the worst way to deal with it.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Bill Gates is a psychopath that is part of everything that means destruction, vaccines, OMG, 5G, gene therapies, etc. Gates has a

relevant role in the center of corruption of this false pandemic. The documentary documentary Lilian Franck has published a new

exhibition that reveals WHO, Bill Gates and the outbreak of world corruption known as "public health". Titled "Trustwho", the \lm

exposes Gates and other globalist actors running WHO's policy with its bad wealth. Bill Gates remains the largest funder and

contributes more to the WHO Biennial Budget than any government of a Member State. As it is revealed in one of "Vax-Unavax",

Robert F. Kennedy Jr.'s book, "Gates has strategically used him money to infect international aid agencies with the sel\sh priorities

of him." www.lifesitenews.com/opinion/new-documentary-on-who-exposes-widespread..

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/3/2022 5:12:28 AM
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When someone tells you what they are, believe them.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/3/2022 5:26:08 AM
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Pete.Smith
Joined On 10/11/2013 8:19:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Shy-talk, a good point you made. Like they say: to understand it, follow the money. Dr Mercola writes in another article today:  The

White House is seeking another $30 billion to \ght COVID-19, including $17.9 billion for vaccines and treatments, $4.9 billion for

testing, $3 billion to cover coronavirus care for uninsured people, and $3.7 billion to prepare for future variants. So who will pro\t

from it? (B)ill Gates, the man who doesn't pay taxes, he invested in vaccination companies, through his foundations that don't pay

tax.

The US taxpayers have to pay for this $30 billion. That means 91 dollars for each person, babies include. So for a family of 4 it will

be 4 x 91 dollar. And we know now that the vaccines needs boosters all the time, so twice a year boosters, meaning more money is

needed in the future. And that also means vaccination passports. How Americans are going to pay for healthcare as they get sick

form vaccines, and autism rate going up so fast, and the rich don't pay taxes?

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/3/2022 7:26:30 AM
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You do realize that Bill Gates is the sponsor of Omicron? The \rst 4 known cases of Omicron just so happen to be in the same

location of a level-3 biolab in S. Africa that Bill Gates was sponsoring coronavirus gain of function research. You can't make this

up! What's sad is that most of the people that got sick from Omicron were FULLY VACCINATED! So this intentional lab leak

back\red on Snake Gates! That's why he seems so depressed and dejected. His ploy was to make all the unvaccinated sick from a

virus that was more infectious than all the previous variants. This would have pushed the vaccination narrative. Instead, you have

countries abandoning all mandates and declaring natural immunity as the only way out of this. I LOVE IT!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/3/2022 7:37:28 AM
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Luvvvy
Joined On 8/31/2015 7:41:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Cannot agree.. It’s about perspective and intention, DrM. Is understanding Madman BG.  Anyone who sincerely wants to go the

pro-human, natural route and Win when overcoming such “variants” would never say what BG did — “‘Boo hoo, sadly a variant has

triggered my immune system better than a man made poisonous jab’ — because they prefer to champion their natural immune

system, and are Victorious, and would instead say, “Good news!” Or “Happily!.. ”  HOWEVER, someone who is a frontman and

speaking for all anti-humans, and championing another plan, one where the jabs are the only solution and working to downplay the

power of the immune system, while pushing the agenda to fool and forcibly jab the entire planet, - would preface the admission, of

obvious ineffectiveness of his jab, which is a huge FAIL to the agenda, as, “Sadly..”. Let’s not give evil egomaniacs too much credit.

God bless y’all!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/3/2022 9:55:20 AM
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Very well expressed dear Luvvvy. when it comes to Bill Gates and his genocidal dehumanizing agenda, it's with GMOs, Vaccines,

Geoengineering, Bioengineering, Transgenic Mosquitoes. Microsoft also partnered with Merck, becoming a global "drug

development partner" with the world's largest vaccine maker. Bill's father (William H. Gates, Sr.) was a banker and lawyer who

pursued the same "hidden agenda" as his son while promoting "racial hygiene" during the Rockefeller-funded eugenics movement

in the 1990s. 1930 and 1940. Gates Sr. has long been involved with the eugenics group Planned Parenthood, a renowned

organization that grew out of the American Eugenics Society. Bill Gates admitted that his father used to be the director of Planned

Parenthood, which was founded on the concept that most human beings are simply "reckless breeders" and "human weeds" who

need to be put down. thetruthaboutcancer.com/bill-gates-eugenicist-philanthropist
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Luvvvy
Joined On 8/31/2015 7:41:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi Gui, yes you got it brilliantly. BG comes from bad blood and he markets death like his daddy did.  He Pushes anti-human

products, or “human-weed” killer and yet we pretend that he’s a warm and goofy philanthropist, who just makes awkward

statements. We have enough proof, and know that BG’s words and deeds are coming from an evil place.  And I will never spend a

drop of my energy protecting him and keeping those who don’t understand, from learning the truth.
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AllCotton
Joined On 12/18/2007 1:49:10 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I completely understand the backlash to BG's comment given he is as hell bent on ruling the world as he is. But I agree with Shy

Talk. I think his comment is as close to a mea culpa as someone like him will ever get. The "sadly" is an admission of "failure" in his

personal quest to save the world. He honestly believes he has the answers, probably because he was integral in the building of a

world changing technology. He lacks humility and wisdom, for sure, and his con\dence is dangerous, agreed.  Like an unbalanced

adolescent with a sub machine gun really. We need to educate such children, not just vilify them. So the question for me is: how do

we educate such a person? There are many less powerful BGs at play in all this that are puling strings and need enlightening. It's a

long game to have different world than we now have. How do we turn the tide?
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